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& This paper describes the objectives,

methodology, ®ndings, recommendations

and implementation programme of a

parking demand study which was con-

ducted in Hong Kong during the period

1993±1995. The study comprises exten-

sive surveys to establish parking charac-

teristics and parking inventory, a stated

preference survey to estimate the in¯u-

ence of parking space availability on

modal choice, development of parking

demand models for private cars and goods

vehicles, identi®cation of problems related

to parking, and formulation of remedial

measures.
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Introduction
The city of Hong Kong, depicted in Fig. 1,

consists of three main districts: Hong Kong

Island, Kowloon, and the New Territories.

During Hong Kong's early development as an

entrepoÃ t, the city centre was established in a

place called Victoria, located on the northern

shore of Hong Kong Island. As the island is

very hilly, development spread sideways along

the coast rather than inland. Hong Kong Island

north now contains the Central business district

(CBD) as well as residential districts and

shopping centres. In contrast, Hong Kong

Island south is a scenic area with many beaches.

Being separated from the north by a mountain

ridge, the south was developed mainly for low

density housing, and for recreation.

2. On the southern tip of Kowloon peninsula

is a tourist centre with an ocean terminal, a

cultural complex, hotels and shopping centres.

Other parts of Kowloon are residential and

industrial districts.

3. The New Territories comprise two parts:

the ®rst part is an area located north of

Kowloon and connected to the mainland; the

second part consists of many outlying islands,

the largest of which is Lantau Island. New

Territories mainland was a rural district with

farmlands and ®shponds, but is now mostly

urbanized with the development of several new

towns and a container port. Lantau Island is

still largely uninhabited, but will soon be

urbanized rapidly because of the recent com-

pletion of a highway and a railway and a new

airport.

4. Hong Kong is a crowded city with 6´5

million people living in a land area of 1100 sq.

km.1 At the end of 1995, it had 466 000 licensed

vehicles and only 1541 km of roads.2 Since

Hong Kong is an important ®nance and ship-

ping centre in the Asia Paci®c Region, its

economic performance relies heavily on an

e�cient transportation system. Hence, the Gov-

ernment has placed a high priority on studying

how to use the road network e�ectively and

how to relieve congestion on the roads.3,4

5. During the last decade, apart from a

substantial increase in the number of private

vehicles, Hong Kong's container port also

expanded rapidly, and as a result, over one

quarter of the city's vehicle ¯eet is goods

vehicles.1 The provision and management of

parking spaces and loading/unloading facilities

for this large number of goods vehicles has

become an urgent issue that requires detailed

consideration.

6. Parking provision could be an e�ective

means to control the use of the private car,

particularly for the trip to work. However, in

an area with a severe shortage of parking

spaces, illegal parking and waiting on the

roads would cause road congestion. Space must

also be provided for loading/unloading of goods

and picking-up/setting-down of passengers. It

is therefore necessary to strike a balance

between parking supply and the capacity of the

road system in the planning of parking facil-

ities.

7. Various transportation surveys and

studies, such as the travel characteristics

survey5 and the freight transport study,6 had

collected information relating to parking provi-

sion and use of parking facilities. There was,

however, neither a comprehensive parking

inventory covering the whole city, nor an

assessment of future parking supply and

demand in di�erent districts. There was no

detailed study of how parking provision and

charges might a�ect traveller behaviour.

Without comprehensive information, it was not

possible for the Government to formulate

appropriate parking policies.

8. Against this background, in October

1993, a consortium led by Ove Arup & Partners

was commissioned by the Transport Depart-

ment to undertake a parking demand study.

The study was completed in 26 months and

the ®nal report was published in December

1995.
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9. The objectives of the study were to

(a) prepare a comprehensive and territory-

wide parking inventory

(b) develop a parking demand model

(c) identify districts with existing/future

shortfall in parking facilities

(d ) review the Hong Kong Planning Standards

and Guidelines relating to parking provi-

sion8

(e) recommend solutions to problems identi-

®ed by the study

( f ) demonstrate how the recommendations

could be implemented.

10. This paper presents an outline of the

study. The following sections describe: the

parking inventory survey, the parking charac-

teristics survey and the stated preference

survey; the development of the parking

demand models; the recommendations; the

implementation programme; the conclusions.

The Surveys

Parking inventory survey

11. In Hong Kong, o�-street parking spaces

are either publicly or privately owned. As a

result, inventory information on parking spaces

is scattered, incomplete and often outdated. The

parking demand study aims to build a compre-

hensive parking inventory database for on-

street and o�-street parking spaces as well as

loading/unloading facilities for the whole city

with the exception of the outlying islands.

12. The data collection exercise involved

compilation of existing data available from a

number of government departments, including

the Rating and Valuation Department, Lands

Department, Buildings Department, as well as

other bodies, such as Hong Kong Housing

Authority and Hong Kong Housing Society. In

addition, extensive questionnaire surveys and

physical counts were carried out. Data were

collected on the location and attributes of car

parking spaces such as parking space by

di�erent vehicle types, fare structure and time

of operation. For o�-street car parks, informa-

tion on development type/mix and gross ¯oor

area were also collected. The following parking

inventories were compiled

(a) o�-street parking inventory

(b) on-street parking inventory

(c) o�-street loading/unloading inventory

(d ) on-street loading/unloading inventory.

13. In the ®rst quarter of 1994, there were

approximately 458 000 parking and loading/

unloading spaces, of which 432 000 were o�-
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street spaces and 26 000 were on-street spaces.

The parking and loading/unloading supply for

o�-street and on-street facilities by vehicle

types for the whole territory are depicted in

Fig. 2.

Characteristics survey

14. The parking characteristics survey aims

to provide information for the development of

the parking demand model and for the review

of the Hong Kong Planning Standards and

Guidelines.8 The latter is a government manual

setting out the criteria and guidelines for

various types of urban developments. The

survey was concentrated on sites dominated

by usage-related parking demand, such as

retail, o�ce, industrial and hotel develop-

ments.

15. The survey covered a total of 227 o�-

street sites (which are representative of di�er-

ent land-use types) as well as 42 locations

providing on-street parking spaces (metered

and non-metered). The survey involved obser-

vation of parking and loading/unloading activ-

ities generated for each land-use type, generally

over a 16-hour time period. At o�-street car

parks, registration number-plate surveys were

carried out to determine parking duration and

parking accumulation. For car parks at mixed

land-use developments, for example o�ces and

shops, interviews were carried out to ascertain

the trip purpose of each parked car.

16. The parking accumulation thus estab-

lished from the survey permitted the expected

number of parked vehicles, or parking demand,

to be estimated, provided that the number of

trip-ends associated with the land-use develop-

ment in question is known. Total trip-ends for

each land-use were derived from the second

comprehensive transport study (CTS-2) demand

model.9 In the present study, these relation-

ships are depicted as `unitgraphs' and the

following four categories of unitgraph were

developed

(a) private car o�-street

(b) on-street (metered and non-metered)

(c) goods vehicle o�-street

(d ) goods vehicle on-street.

17. To illustrate the unitgraph concept, a

typical shopping centre, the Kowloon City

Plaza, is chosen here as an example. First,

from the survey results, the daily accumulation

pro®le is considered. To determine the unit-

graph, the pro®le is then divided by the total

trip-ends at the site. The results are illustrated

in Fig. 3.

18. The average dwell times for di�erent

vehicle types and time of day for on-street

activities are shown in Table 1. From the table,

it is seen that private car on-street dwell time in

the evening peak is longer than in the morning

peak. This is because set-down activities pre-

dominate in the morning whereas pick-up

activities (which usually take a longer time)

predominate in the evening. Depending on the

time of day, passenger pick-up/set-down gen-

erally takes no longer than 1 or 2 min on

average and even for coaches is only about 5±

6 min on average. However, goods vehicles take
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up a much longer dwell time for loading/

unloading.

19. The characteristics of loading/unload-

ing activities for goods vehicles are further

illustrated in Table 2, which shows that for all

land-use types, a large proportion of loading/

unloading was carried out by light goods

vehicles (goods vehicles of less than 7±8 m in

length). These results re¯ect the nature of the

current goods vehicle ¯eet and also the pre-

dominance of small shops requiring delivery of

small quantities of goods.

Stated preference survey

20. The stated preference survey aims to

investigate the behaviour of car-owning house-

holds. This survey technique was selected in

order to investigate the impacts of attitudinal

and qualitative parameters on parking beha-

viour and also to test the respondents' prefer-

ences when facing hypothetical situations.10

21. In the pilot survey, three factors were

found to have large in¯uences on parking

choice behaviour

(a) the parking space search time

(b) how much the respondents were willing to

pay for parking

(c) how long they would be prepared to walk/

wait if they were to travel by public trans-

port.

The main survey would be designed to deter-

mine the factors that in¯uence the motorist's

decision to drive, and in turn the potential

parking demand.

22. In the main survey, strati®ed samples

were taken from car-owning households resid-

ing in four di�erent types of residential density

zones based on development density: R1, R2, R3

and R4. (R1 has the highest density whereas R4

the lowest.) Within each density class, house-

holds were further subdivided into rail and non-

rail accessible groups, depending on their

proximity to rail-based transport. A total of 625

successful interviews were conducted and

random logic checks were performed on three

out of every ten completed surveys to verify

responses.

23. The respondents were asked about the

main reasons for not using the private car for a

variety of destination land-uses. From the

survey data, it was found that, in addition to

land-uses, the main tangible parameters that

could have a great in¯uence on modal choice

were parking availability, public transport

accessibility and parking charges. For the

purpose of quantifying the relative impacts of

these key parameters, further categorization

was undertaken and these are shown in Table 3.

In addition, three destination land-use classes,

namely shopping centres, industrial areas and

residential areas, were introduced.

24. A conjoint model was used to determine

the relative importance of various model para-

meters. In the survey, respondents were asked

to indicate their preferences (ratings) for a

selected subset of all the possible combinations

of the four parameters, and the three levels set

for each parameter. The subset was selected so

that the ranking of those scenarios not pre-

sented could be calculated together with those

that were. The model also calculated the

relative value of each level of each parameter

within a combination so that assessments of

both the importance and contribution of each to

the particular decision taken could be made.

The resultant utility values are presented in

Table 4.

25. The di�erence between the highest and

lowest score shows how important the particu-

lar parameter is in the decision-making process.

When it is large, it is more important, as

re¯ected by its greater contribution to the total

score. When it is low, the other three factors

would then have a greater impact. Therefore,

the results show that the more important

parameters in¯uencing modal choice are `desti-

nation land-use type' and `parking availability'.

For the other two factors, only high parking

Table 1. Average dwell timeÐon-street activities by vehicle type (in minutes)

Vehicle type a.m. peak

07:00±10:00

p.m. peak

16:00±19:00

O�-peak

Private car 1´0 2´3 1´9

Taxi 0´7 0´9 1´1

Coach 6´0 4´8 4´5

Van 11´2 9´9 10´5

Light goods vehicle 18´6 13´6 17´2

Heavy goods vehicle 18´3 10´7 18´7

Table 2. Proportion of goods vehicles loading/unloading by size and land-use

Land-use %LGV: 57±8 m length %HGV: 47±8 m length

Retail 98 2

O�ce 91 9

Industrial 86 14

Hotel 100 0

Residential 92 8

LGV: light goods vehicles

HGV: heavy goods vehicles

Table 3. Stated preferenceÐscenario levels

Description Good Medium Poor

Public transport accessibility 11 17 25´2

(mean walking + waiting time

in minutes)

Parking charges (HK$/h) 9´1 14 20

Parking availability 7´8 14 22

(mean waiting time in minutes)
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charges and/or good public transport avail-

ability would have a signi®cant e�ect on

modal choice.

26. It is very likely that the parameter

`destination land-use' is correlated with the

other parameter `parking availability'. The

provision of visitor car parks at residential

buildings generally depends on the density

zoning. Visitor parking is usually available at

shopping centres and not usually available at

industrial buildings.

27. While high parking charges are a deter-

rent, the small di�erence between medium and

low parking charges indicates a limited in¯u-

ence over the decision to drive.

28. The strongest in¯uence on the decision

to drive is parking availability, and therefore

reducing the supply of parking spaces could

signi®cantly increase people's decision not to

drive to that particular location. In general, the

results of the conjoint analysis could be used to

experiment with di�erent scenarios for manag-

ing parking demand. In addition, the results

were taken into consideration when consider-

ing the e�ectiveness of general solutions for

managing parking demand.

Parking demand models
29. The study aims to develop a model

capable of forecasting future demand for

parking and loading/unloading facilities by

vehicle type and to the level of the zones used

in CTS-2.

30. The following sub-models were devel-

oped

(a) private car ownership-related (domestic)

demand model

(b) private car usage-related (non-domestic)

demand model

(c) goods vehicles usage-related (daytime)

demand model

(d ) goods vehicles overnight parking demand

model.

31. The above sub-models will be inte-

grated with the CTS-2 demand models. This

integrated model will be able to forecast the

demand for parking and loading/unloading

facilities for all zones in the territory, the

demand being divided into one or more of the

following elements: ownership-related demand,

usage-related demand, and suppressed demand.

Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of the parking

demand model.

32. Ownership-related demand refers to

private car domestic parking demand, as well

as goods vehicle overnight parking demand.

Usage-related demand refers to the daytime

trips to facilities, for example, visitors to

residential buildings, shoppers to retail centres,

etc. Loading/unloading is related to operational

or usage-related demand. Suppressed demand

refers to trips that would preferably be taken

by private car but are forced to an alternative

mode because of perceived di�culties in

parking.

33. From the results of the stated preference

survey, it is estimated that in the ®rst quarter

of 1994 (the time of survey), on a territory-wide

basis, there existed some 20% of suppressed

private vehicle usage-related parking trips.

Private car ownership-related (domestic)

demand model

34. Using the car availability sub-model

developed in CTS-2, the level of private car

ownership in di�erent zones can be estimated.

The model, which takes into account household

income, accessibility to employment and supply

of residential parking spaces, is considered

most appropriate for the forecasting of car-

ownership-related parking demand and was

thus adopted for the study.

Private car usage-related (non-domestic)

demand model

35. The structure of the model is presented

in Fig. 5. Adopting the latest CTS-2 forecast of

private vehicle daily trip-ends as the funda-

mental input, the ®rst step of the modelling

process involved the disaggregation of the trip-

ends into parking and non-parking (pick-up/set-

down) trips. The parking trip-ends were then

split into home-based trips and non-home-based

trips. Trips were paired (e.g. the two trips, from

home to work and then from work to home,

form a home-based trip pair). In the model, it is

assumed than a home-based trip pair would

only require one usage-related space whereas a

non-home-based trip pair would require two

usage-related spaces. The total parking trip-

ends computed were then split by activities,

namely on-street meter parking, on-street non-

meter parking, illegal parking and o�-street

parking. The resulting o�-street parking trips

Table 4. Conjoint model resultsÐweighted utility values

Utility Utility value

Destination land-use:

Shopping centre 0´465

Industrial area 71´873

Residential 1´381

Public transport accessibility:

Good 70´921

Medium 0´365

Poor 0´556

Hourly parking fee:

Low 0´422

Medium 0´707

High 71´129

Availability of parking:

Good 1´522

Medium 0´248

Poor 71´770
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CTS-2 enhancement/freight transport study

All goods vehicle
trip-ends

All goods vehicles
usage-related

parking demand

Usage-related
parking demand

Ownership related
parking demand

All goods vehicles
overnight

parking demand

Other vehicles
daily trip-ends

Private vehicles
trip-ends

Disaggregated goods vehicles
usage-related demand

Disaggregated
goods vehicles

trip-ends

Disaggregated goods vehicles
ownership related demand

Fleet size Fleet size Fleet size

Other vehicles
pick-up/set-down

demand

Total parking demand

Private cars
ownership

related demand

Motor cycles
ownership

related demand

Other vehicles
overnight parking

demand

PDS
questionnaire survey

Fig. 4. Structure of the parking demand model

CTS private vehicles
trip-ends by purpose
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parking activities

Non-home-based
parking activities

Total parking activitiesIndices:
– daily turnover rate for ONMP
– daily turnover rate for ONNP
– daily turnover rate for OFFP
– proportion of illegal parking
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– on-street metered parking (ONMP)
– on-street non-metered parking (ONNP)
– off-street parking (OFFP)
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activities
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activities

Proportion of non-parking
activities by purpose

Illegal parking
activities

Off-street parking
activities

Off-street parking
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linear regression

model

Combined with the respective unitgraphs

Zonal daily accumulation profiles
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Fig. 5. Private car usage-related demand sub-model
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were then further split by major land-uses

through multiple regression analysis. The dis-

aggregated trip-end data were translated into

daily accumulation pro®les through the mathe-

matical relationships of unitgraphs developed

by using the parking characteristics survey

data. The individual pro®les by land-use and/or

parking activities were then combined for the

computation of the zonal daily demand pro®le,

from which the peak demand for usage-related

facilities could be established.

Goods vehicles usage-related (daytime) demand

model

36. The structure of the model is presented

in Fig. 6. The modelling procedure is very

similar to that of the corresponding private car

model, the fundamental di�erence being that,

for goods vehicles, both parking and loading/

unloading trips have to be considered.

Goods vehicles overnight parking demand model

37. The structure of the model is presented

in Fig. 7. From the trip-log records of the

freight transport study, the overnight distribu-

tion of goods vehicle parking activities was

extracted. These data were then correlated with

the corresponding land-use parameters by

regression analysis. In the model, goods vehicle

¯eet size was used as a constraining parameter

to ensure compatibility.

Assessment of other minor demands

38. The study also considered the demand

for the following types of parking activities

(a) private cars' pick-up/set-down require-

ments

(b) taxis' pick-up/set-down requirements

(c) non-franchised bus pick-up/set-down

requirements

(d ) goods vehicles on-street loading/unloading

requirements

(e) taxis' overnight parking requirements

( f ) public light buses' overnight parking

requirements

( g) non-franchised buses' overnight parking

requirements.

39. The peak hour demand for pick-up/set-

down facilities by vehicle types by CTS-2

zones were computed based on

(a) CTS-2 daily trip-end forecast for each par-

ticular vehicle type

(b) peak hour factors derived from the Trans-

port Department's Annual Tra�c Census2

(c) the corresponding average dwell time.

40. The accurate forecasting of future

demand for overnight parking facilities for

taxis, and public light buses is an extremely

di�cult, if not impossible task. The demand is

in¯uenced by many intangible factors such as

migration pattern of drivers, changes in

income patterns, and policies in¯uencing

the supply of parking facilities. In order to

All goods vehicles trip-
ends by vehicle types

All goods vehicles
parking facilities

Parking activities
by land use

Adjusted overnight parking activities
for used goods vehicles

From all goods vehicles
overnight parking sub-model

Multiple
linear regression

model

Goods vehicle unitgraphs

Goods vehicle
on-street

loading profiles

Goods vehicle
on-street

parking profile

Goods vehicle
off-street

loading profile

Goods vehicle
off-street

parking profile

Zonal daily accumulation profiles

Usage-related parking demands

Disaggregated goods vehicles (by types) trip-ends

Disaggregated goods vehicles
usage-related parking demands by types

Proportion of parking types:
– heavy goods vehicle on-street parking (GVONL)
– light goods vehicle on-street parking (GVONS)
– heavy goods vehicle off-street parking  (GVOFFL)
– light goods vehicle off-street parking (GVOFFS)
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estimate the overnight parking characteristics

of these types of vehicle by geographical distri-

bution, a comprehensive questionnaire survey

was conducted. Future parking characteristics

for these vehicles were then obtained by

adjusting the established patterns and taking

into account changes in the estimated ¯eet

sizes of these vehicles.

Recommendations
41. The study found that in 1994 there was

a shortfall in parking facilities provision for all

types of parking in most districts in Hong

Kong. The mismatch was particularly serious

for goods vehicle overnight and daytime

parking. This section lists the strategies

recommended for improving the situation.

42. Four cornerstones of building a plan for

improvements were identi®ed in the study

(a) improve planning standards

(b) optimize use of existing facilities

(c) manage demand for facilities

(d ) provide additional facilities.

43. Improving planning standards ensures

that future developments could accommodate

the parking and loading/unloading require-

ments generated. The study recommends that

these new standards be implemented as early

as possible. However, as the bene®cial e�ects

of these measures would be felt only in the

longer term, in the shorter term it is necessary

to ensure optimal use of existing facilities and

apply demand management techniques.

44. Signi®cant shortfalls in parking and

loading/unloading facilities have been identi-

®ed for goods vehicles, and in some districts for

private cars. The most direct way to relieve

such problems would be to provide additional

facilities. However, as most would involve

signi®cant land and ®nancial resources, these

measures would require careful planning before

implementation.

45. The individual recommendations falling

within each of the four cornerstones of the

comprehensive plan were as follows.

(a) Improve planning standards

. A1 revision of the Hong Kong Plan-

ning Standards and Guidelines.

(b) Optimize use of existing facilities

. A2 on-street overnight parking for

goods vehicles

. A3 electronic parking meters

. A4 privatization of enforcement of

parking o�ences

. A5 di�erential penalties at selected

roads and/or areas.

(c) Manage demand for facilities

. A6 kiss and ride

. A7 public transport improvement

schemes.

(d ) Provide additional facilities

. A8 construction of multi-storey car/

goods vehicle parks

. A9 use of short-term tenancy (SST)

sites for parking

. A10 use of land®ll sites for goods

vehicle parking

. A11 overnight parking for goods

Multiple linear
regression model

All goods vehicles
fleet size

Overnight parking activities
for all used goods vehicles

Adjusted overnight parking activities
for all used goods vehicles

Proportion of
all used goods vehicles

All goods vehicles
production trip-ends

All goods vehicles
usage-related sub-model

Overnight parking demand
for all goods vehicles

Overnight parking demand
for all goods vehicles by types

Fleet size by
goods vehicle types
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vehicles within existing/future

multi-storey car parks

. A12 underground facilities

. A13 development incentives.

46. In addition to the above recommenda-

tions, some measures previously identi®ed as

suitable for further investigation should be

pursued

. B1 provision of container vehicle

parking within container terminals

. B2 park and ride

. B3 advance information systems

. B4 mechanical parking systems

. B5 daytime goods vehicle ban.

47. Finally, a number of measures were

examined and subsequently discarded as being

unsuitable

. C1 wheel clamping

. C2 centralized servicing facilities

. C3 parking tax

. C4 loading/unloading permits

. C5 requirement to possess parking

space before ownership of vehicle

. C6 balanced development policy.

Implementation programme
48. For the implementation of recommenda-

tions listed in the previous section, various

factors such as planning, design, availability of

land and ®nancial resources, institutional

arrangements, public consultation and possibly

legislative amendments have to be considered.

Consequently, some of the recommendations

would take a considerable length of time to

implement whereas others could be implemen-

ted quickly. The study grouped recommended

actions into two overall time frames: stage 1

and stage 2. Actions that were expected to have

an impact on the time frame from 1996 to 1998

were classed as stage 1 measures, while those

that might not have an immediate impact until

1997 to 2001 were classed as stage 2 measures

(see Table 5). However, irrespective of these

time frames, the planning for the implementa-

tion of all recommendations should be started

immediately, given the fact that some of the

longer-term measures might take several years

for preparation and consultation.

49. Several districts in Hong Kong are

experiencing serious parking-related problems

with respect to domestic or non-domestic facil-

ities. Ideally, immediate action should be taken

to alleviate the problems identi®ed. However,

given the extent of the problems, it would not

be possible to implement all the necessary

measures simultaneously. In view of this, the

study gave priority to examining the serious-

ness of parking problems in various speci®c

districts.

50. In order to take forward and to imple-

ment the much-needed measures, a concerted

e�ort both within and outside the Government

is required. The study recognizes the need to

administer and to review the recommended

measures and develop detailed implementation

plans. As with other transport issues, an

updating of forecasts at regular intervals is

necessary. The e�ect of the implemented meas-

ures should continue to be monitored and the

plans revised as and when necessary. The

whole exercise would be viewed as a continuing

process.

Conclusions
51. The study has achieved the following

major tasks.

(a) By establishing an inventory of parking

spaces and loading/unloading facilities,

the levels of parking supply in di�erent

districts in the city have been ascertained.

(b) A parking demand model has been devel-

oped to forecast the future demand for

parking facilities in di�erent districts up

to the year 2006.

(c) From the results of (a) and (b), districts

which have a large present/future shortfall

in parking facilities have been identi®ed.

(d ) Revision of parking standards for di�erent

types of land uses.

(e) Formulation of speci®c remedial measures

that are tailored and suited to the particu-

lar problem identi®ed for speci®c districts.

( f ) Preparation of an implementation pro-

gramme for remedial measures.

52. In conclusion, the study recognized an

urgent need to take actions to resolve parking

problems in Hong Kong. It has formulated a

list of remedial measures to alleviate these

problems and prepared an implementation pro-

gramme. However, it must be emphasized that

there is now a need to set up a dedicated team

which can take the recommendations of the

study forward for further investigation and

implementation at the district level, and which

can also continue to monitor the parking situ-

ation in Hong Kong.
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Table 5. Stage 1 and stage 2 recommended measures

Stage Measures to be implemented*

1 (1996±1998) A2, A3, A5, A6, A7, A9 and A10

2 (1997±2001) A1, A4, A8, A11, A12 and A13

*See }45 for key to numbers.
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